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Chapter 1
We Must Have Accountability First

The old order is falling and a new order is arising.

What is that old order? It is the order of the 13 Illuminati families that brought us wars,
genocide, pandemics, HAARP-induced earthquakes and hurricanes, chemtrails, economic
servitude, widespread sexual crimes–the list could go on and on.

It is the order of the Bilderbergers, the Council on Foreign Relations, the Trilateral
Commission and their equivalents in other parts of the world.

It is the order that has controlled our military, industrial and financial sectors, politics,
education, medicine, and media for decades, if not longer.

Behind the scenes and soon on center stage, the leading members of this secret state,
military-industrial complex, shadow government – it doesn’t matter what you call It –
will see themselves arrested and placed behind bars.

Trickle-down is in meltdown, as one humorist said. The whole “New World Order”-- that
promised to lead us all into chains and send huge numbers of us to our deaths in a Third
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World War, through laboratory-made pestilences, FEMA camps, or other means -- is
about to fall off a cliff.

We are watching the complete collapse of that order. We must allow every satrap and
oligarch to fall with it so that we never see it rise again.

When we have, we'll then watch the birth of a new era that has no truck or trade with the
former.

We could talk about that new era in many ways. One way politicians and journalists are
forbidden to describe it is by using the word NESARA.

“NESARA” stands for the “National Economic Security and Reformation Act” and it is a
measure that stands partway between the economic arrangements that have prevailed
until now and an altogether-moneyless economy, such as we will have some years from
now. Some politicians and journalists are using the phrase “the Reformation Act” as a
code word for NESARA.

Among its authors were Ron Paul and Dennis Kucinich. The work to bring it into reality
has taken years, but now we stand on the threshold of its being announced.

NESARA mandates global prosperity. It promises global peace. It brings in a world
without borders. No one knows the exact date on which NESARA will be declared but
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the actual act has already been passed by Congress, signed into law by Bill Clinton in
2000, and awaits President Obama’s announcement.

When it is announced, every man, woman and child will receive enough funds to
permanently banish the touch of poverty from their lives.

NESARA-equivalent laws will quickly be agreed to and put in place in all nations on
Earth.

But NESARA is only the first in a series of measures that await the appropriate time
before being revealed and before relieving conditions such as ill health, transportation
difficulties, pollution, etc.

President Obama has already signed, or will be signing, an executive order releasing antigravity technology (AGT) to the world generally so that vehicles can be built that do not
rely on any fuel. The Illuminati have kept the secrets of AGT from the public.
Even without that executive order, we could right now be driving cars that run on water
(that is, on hydrogen gas). We might have been already if the Illuminati had not murdered
the inventor of a water-powered car.

Don’t you see? There never was a need for Middle East oil. There never has been a fuel
shortage. The energy crisis has just been one of the Illuminati’s many manipulations.
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The release of AGT is one of several remarkable developments that will occur to take this
world out of the present difficulties we face and into a new era that most of us could
hardly imagine.

The confusing aspect of this situation is that we are watching one structure fall as a
second one emerges. If we get dismayed or panicked by the fall of the unsalvageable
economic structure, corrupted beyond repair, then we may fail to see the signs of the
emergence of the second, uplifting structure that is just beginning to emerge.

Watch the fall of the corrupt regime. Watch for the trial of the elite cabal who must be
held accountable for their crimes. We must remove the dark agents who've taken the
people’s money, attempted to put the population into slavery, and tried to reserve power
and wealth for themselves. If we don't, they'll undermine and destroy the new, workable
arrangements through their (waning) control of the levers of power and communication in
our society.

But also rest assured that a new structure is being erected by good and honest people, as
we speak, and that it will take us out of this time of troubles. I predict that those new
arrangements will go far to making this a Heaven on Earth. (1)
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Chapter 2
Are We Entering the “Time of Truth”?
Part 1

If we watch closely, we can see that more and more truth about our governmental,
financial, medical, and other institutions is starting to come out.

Crooks, frauds, and worse in all areas of society are coming increasingly under attack.
The heat is on and it’s becoming increasingly difficult to hide.

Apparently, this is just the beginning of what SaLuSa calls the “time of truth.” “The dark
Ones continue to find that their covert actions are being revealed and in a time of truth so
will it continue.” (1)
Diane of Sirius told us last year that:

“You are now in a time when secrets are being uncovered and proof found that
reveals much of the deception that has taken place. Hitherto, you have tended to
ignore such revelations, but with the clamor for change . . . back to honest dealings
and fairness in all matters, a different view is being taken.” (2)
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“The star nations, spirit teachers, and their Earth allies are hard at work to legally and
compellingly bring out our hidden history. Says Ag-Agria: “We will . . . ensure that the
facts of your lives upon Earth are placed before you.” (3)

According to SaLuSa, the coalition of Light forces “will bring you the truth of all
matters, and particularly your recent history that has been written by those who would
hide the real truth. . . . We will trace it back many thousands of years into your ancient
past.” (4)

Mira the Pleiadian also tells us that information will be disseminated that “has been
hidden for hundreds if not thousands of earthly years.” “The people have a right to [it].
Some will come up from the Earth herself. In other instances some people will come
forward with it.” (5)

The information that comes from the Earth itself could be volumes of the library of
Alexandria or other libraries hidden deep underground, the computer-like memory of the
crystal skulls, excavated records, types of records we don’t know about – at present, we
can’t know what will be involved.

The revelations will “shock many people,” SaLuSa says. (6) What we learn “will astound
you and you will gasp at the degree to which your power has been taken away from you.”
(7)

The revelations will be “earth-shattering and life-changing for many,” says Mira. (8)
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“Much of what has been presented to you previously will have to be discarded, as your
version of it is far from accurate,” Ker-On says. (9)

“Be prepared to change your most sacred beliefs,” SaLuSa warns us. (10) Among other
things, the revelations will establish our true ancestry, SaLuSa says. “Be open to new
versions about Man’s evolution.” (11)

“You have been deliberately kept from learning the truth about your links with us, and
how we have guided your evolution,” according to Ker-On. (12)

Controlled for Millennia
SaLuSa says that for thousands of years we’ve been brought “under the control of those
who have dictated what you should believe” (13):
“All who have held power have indoctrinated you into false beliefs, causing you
to yield to their domination.” (14)
“The tentacles of the dark Ones have penetrated most of the great institutions on a
worldwide basis. They have infiltrated the governments, military and big business
often buying their way into them. All these issues have to be addressed, and they
shall be sorted out to remove those who are guilty of going against your
interests.” (15)

“Many revelations about their illegal operations are waiting to be announced to
the world.” (16)
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The extent to which we have been used and manipulated, SaLuSa argues, “is beyond your
full understanding.” He warns us that, through the accountability effort:
“You will learn sufficient to know that something radical and far reaching must be
done to cut out the cancer of corruption that has spread all through politics and
business. Such knowledge will ensure that whatever replaces it is based upon honesty
and fairness with the object of doing what is best for all.” (17)

We are warned quite frankly that “it is not going to be easy to get you to accept the truth
of your past.” (18)
Our history, SaLuSa tells us, “is red with the blood of the innocent souls who have stood
up to the dark ones.” (19) “Your history is the story of one war after another, and a
massive amount of destruction and enormous death tolls. It is a wonder to us that you
have been able to restore the Light.” (20)

The Darkness Is About to End
Now the period of darkness is about to end. Originally the Light coalition planned to
reveal it gradually. But we are running out of time, according to Matthew Ward:
“Originally the Golden Age master plan created by the highest council called for a
gradual emergence of the many truths during the process of world transformation and
spiritual renewal. However, the tenacity of the dark ones has created a time crunch of
sorts, as many profound revelations still must come forth so that once again the
peoples will know they are powerful gods and goddesses, inseparable parts of the
universal family of souls.
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“Even with considerable time to assimilate that ultimate truth, it would be difficult for
many, and perhaps impossible for some, to believe it. Yet, that reality and many
others of shocking nature have to be disclosed within a brief period so that myriad
changes of a magnitude you can hardly imagine can be accomplished, and all of those
changes are gathering momentum.” (21)
The recent legal moves we are reading about are not the revelations we’re waiting for, he
tells us:
“Even though . . . recent legal battles against darkness are ever so welcome, we know
they are not the dramatic revelations you have been awaiting. All lighted souls in this
universe would love to see the full abundance of truths shooting out like endless
fireworks instead of sporadic arrays of sparklers, but it is imperative for the creation
of a peace-loving, honest global society that the truths emerge through legal
proceedings based on irrefutable evidence.” (22)
As the truth is revealed, we’ll find ourselves unable to go back to the way things were.
Says SaLuSa:
“Suddenly you are seeing so much happening at once and the truth is emerging all
around you, and there is an awareness of what is behind it. The once hidden is being
revealed and as long as you can spot the disinformation, you will get a clearer picture
of the direction of Mankind. Nothing will ever be quite the same, and it is not in your
interests to return to the old paradigm.” (23)
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Chapter 3
Are We Entering the “Time of Truth”?
Part 2
The pressure to bring out the truth is intensifying, SaLuSa says:
“You cannot fail to have noticed that of late, the pressure on the authorities to bring
out the truth has intensified. As more of you are making your own enquiries so the
questions become more frequent, and they cannot be ignored. Brave individuals now
stand up and talk [about] their findings, and it adds to the knowledge that already
exists. . . .
“It is in fact too late for the last cabal to stop the incoming tide that will sweep away
the dross and lies that have brought about your problems. . . . Fortunately, you have
since seen through their plan to enslave you, and bring it about by creating chaos and
taking away your sovereign rights.” (24)
Ker-On watches from behind the scenes:
“There is so much activity going on at present that is pushing hard to bring out long
concealed truths. Ones that will alter your whole understanding of how you have been
misled for such a long time. Matters that should have become public knowledge long
ago, and expanded your awareness of your own place in the world.
“The time is approaching when the floodgates will be opened, and no amount of
denial or attempts to conceal the truth will work. You are to become enlightened as to
your true selves, and your destiny as this cycle reaches its end.
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“Can you not feel the air of expectancy around you and the driving energy that is
bringing out the truth? It is happening right now, and once people gain the confidence
to speak their minds, there will be no stopping them.” (25)

The Truth Must Come Out So That Ascension Can Occur
SaLuSa tells us that “decisions that concern your own evolution can only be correctly
made when you have the full facts.” (26)
The forces that have dominated the planet have had their run of things, but, as SaLuSa
warns, “all of that will have to change in readiness for Ascension.” (27) The truth must
come out because it “will help you understand why the changes will be so sweeping.”
(28)
Matthew warns us that we can expect the dark forces to use everything they have to halt
that process:
“You can expect the Illuminati to fight viciously all along the way, but their dark
activities becoming public cannot be detoured, much less stopped. The door has
opened a crack and nothing they can do will keep it from opening wider and wider
until the vibrations of the in-pouring light are so powerful that they will vanquish
every iota of darkness on the planet.” (29)

How Much Truth Can We Take?
Matthew acknowledges that the Light forces are concerned with “how much shocking
information psyches can handle at one time.” (30)
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“With the massive amount of truth to be revealed, a foremost consideration is to
attain a balance between how rapidly startling information can be given and how
much psyches can assimilate healthfully.” (31)
Our job will be to remain grounded and balanced. “Keep calm,” SaLuSa advises us, “as
you get to hear of the truth behind many tragedies that have occurred in recent times.”
(32)
“At times your minds will be overflowing with questions,” SaLuSa tells us. (33) But
“answers will be provided,” he assures us, “and we will follow those up with whatever
proof you require.” (34) “The truth cannot be hidden and every event that has ever
occurred is held within the Hall of Records.” (35)

Diane elaborates:
“As a member of the Galactic Federation I have access to the Akashic records and
can tell you that every deed and thought is recorded but is not used against you, and is
there to ensure the truth is indisputable. It follows that when we can at last meet you,
our teaching of your true history can be supported by irrefutable evidence.” (36)
We appear now to be just entering this time of truth. We can see how many people are
angry at the fraud and corruption that has occurred. Voices are being raised.
Commissions of inquiry are being appointed. Prosecutions have begun. Regulatory bills
are being passed.
This process will not stop until everything is known. Once it is, the ability of the
Illuminati to control us will have ended.
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Chapter 4
What Is Accountability?
Part 1

SaLuSa of Sirius

The events I’m following on this website could be described as disclosure, accountability,
first contact, the abundance program, terraforming, and ascension.
In more words, these can be described as ending the ET/UFO truth embargo; establishing
the truth of our history and prosecuting the criminally-responsible; making personal
contact with the extensive presence of star nations around our planet; extending sufficient
means for survival and satisfaction to all people on the planet; restoring the Earth to its
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original pristine condition; and successfully accomplishing our move to the Fifth
Dimension.
Accountability is the name given to a process designed to establish the truth of crimes
against humanity, war crimes, torture and similar events on this planet and to hold
accountable those responsible for them.
Thus, one part of accountability is establishing the truth of our history and another part is
bringing the worst perpetrators before courts of law. The process began some time ago
but it will not be concluded until after first contact.
Let’s look first at the process of establishing the truth of our history. Ag-Agria tells us:
“The truth is surely stranger than fiction, because you have been misled by the dark
forces that covered it up. Now there is no stopping the avalanche of truth that is
building up. It will engulf the world, and release you from the careful web of deceit
that the dark ones have used to keep you under their control.
“It is up to each individual to spread the truth as it becomes known, but it will not be
fully brought into being until we are in open contact with you [i.e., until first contact].
“There are many dear souls who speak quietly, and dare not risk their lives or that of
their families by speaking out aloud. These are the times when the truth must emerge
and the cleansing cannot be complete until it is fully told.
“Your history must be re-written according to the truth that has been concealed for
millennia of time. It will be hard for some of you to contemplate, as you have lived in
the darkness for so long. The truth can sometimes stare you in the face and you are
still in denial and the cover-up in connection with UFOs is one such glaring example.
“It is fear and deliberate false information that has formed your beliefs. However,
consider what it is that holds you back and try to keep an open mind. It will not be
17

long before absolutely undeniable truth of our presence and our craft will be
presented to you all.” (1)

Matthew Ward at 17, just prior to his transition

How will that truth be established? It will be revealed in part by physical records that
exist and in part by etheric records. The physical records exist in the Hall of Records,
which Matthew Ward describes here:
“Mother, records abound! There is an energetic ‘hall of records’ within Earth, where
it is maintained current by the evolved souls living there. Ancient written records
have been discovered on the planet, although most have been intentionally destroyed
or suppressed from public view, and many more still are to be discovered in tombs
and other places considered sacred to the populations at those times.” (2)
What records have been destroyed on Earth have their counterpart in the astral planes:
“[Heaven’s] libraries contain both energetic and print form records chronicling
planetary history -- this includes replicas of the destroyed and lost records I
mentioned.” (3)
And finally, Matthew tells us, there are the eternal records of the Akasha or primal ether:
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“And universally, the Akashic records hold individually and collectively the history
of souls and creation.” (4)

What are the Akashic Records?

Archangel Michael

Archangel Michael explains: “Akashic records are vibrational patterns – positive or
negative – which are stored within the cosmic library which contains the total history of
creation.” (5)
Atmos of Sirius explains their importance: “Without looking at your Akashic records,
you have no idea as to the extent you may have previously moved into the depths of
darkness.” (6)
SaLuSa adds:
“There is so much that we can reveal about your true history, and we can support
those claims with indisputable proof that exists in the Akashic Records. You will find
it fascinating as holographic pictures bring the past back to life.” (7)
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Not everyone has access to the Akashic Records and certainly no one can look at
another’s unless they have achieved a certain level of spiritual evolution or unless
they have permission. Ascended beings of the Galactic Federation have achieved that
evolutionary status:
“As a member of the Galactic Federation I have access to the Akashic records and
can tell you that every deed and thought is recorded but is not used against you, and is
there to ensure the truth is undisputable. It follows that when we can at last meet you,
our teaching of your true history can be supported by irrefutable evidence.” (8)
The Akashic Records are used in intergalactic courts, says SaLuSa:
“We have Courts that are unlike yours and presided over by many High Beings of
Light. Lies and subterfuge have no place in them, because there is no point in trying
to deny that which is irrevocable and recorded in the ethers of life.” (9)
The galactics don’t intend to use the Akasha to deprive us of our right to believe as we
wish. Says SaLuSa:
“We come not to destroy your beliefs but present you with another version that is
supported by the Akashic Records. It will then be up to you to take from it what
makes you feel comfortable and at ease.” (10)
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Chapter 5
What Is Accountability?
Part 2

Before we look at the legal process by which accountability will be accomplished, I need
to describe the lines of authority that the galactic and “terrestrial” ascended masters
follow. And before I do that, I need to encourage us to alter our Third-Dimensional
thinking about things like lines of authority, hierarchy, obeying orders, and so on.
In the Third Dimension, we’re accustomed to authority that is often arbitrary, harsh, etc.
But authority in dimensions higher than the Third is not arbitrary and not harsh. In fact,
the degree to which one wins the right to command revolves around the extent to which
one loves and serves others; that is, the extent of one’s spiritual development or
evolution.
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That’s why one can speak about “natural” nobility in the higher planes. The lesserevolved feel a desire to obey the higher-evolved. The closer we get to God, the more
godly we are and this conditions the relations among souls of higher and lower
development.
I think we all have an intuitive sense that the situation that exists here on the Third
Dimension is not what exists at higher levels.
One corollary of this is that there is no xenophobia, racism, or nationalism among souls
of the Fifth Dimension, galactic or terrestrial. They obey whomever is more spiritually
evolved, whether they be from Earth or Sirius.
So therefore, in general, those who direct the ascension effort and the accountability
process will be hierarchically and naturally arranged into levels like ascended masters,
angels, Elohim, etc.
We’ll find galactics obeying the terrestrial White Brotherhood and Sisterhood and
terrestrials obeying the Sirian Blue Lodge, all of them responding to natural virtues or
noble qualities.
The best comparison in our society is to consider how one would feel drawn to obey the
words of a genuinely-saintly soul, whether that person was Hindu, Sufi, Christian, or
whatever. They would speak “as one having authority,” as the Gospels say.
Moreover, here on the physical plane, we cannot really “read” another’s character. But on
the Fifth Dimension, souls can sense, see, and read another’s character in the aura,
through telepathy, and so on. There’s no guesswork involved, as SaLuSa explains:
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“We cannot be fooled and we have the means to determine whether people speak
truthfully.
“Indeed, when face to face with you we can tell so from your auras, or read your
mind. From our point of view, you can literally be read like a book. We can see if you
are spiritually evolved, and such souls emanate a powerful Light.” (1)
As well, the degree of one’s finery conveys authority. The possession of a crown, the
magnificence of a robe, the wearing of a jewel are often indications of one’s evolutionary
standing. Granted that some people may dress themselves in a crown out of their own
desire to wear one, say, in the astral planes, it will not be as fine as a crown that has been
given for service.
That having been said, it is also true that many evolved souls will not wear ornaments or
fine robes. It’s again true that they may wear crowns or robes if the occasion demands it
and not on other occasions. We’ll be learning all of these spirit sociological matters as
time goes on. Things will be different than they are on Earth in 3D.
Another matter before beginning. Here on the Third Dimension, all of us are mixed
together. Saints, thieves, murderers, martyrs, the corrupt, the clean. But on higher planes,
we are not all mixed together.
On the Fifth Dimension, only people of goodly character can stand the refined vibrations.
People of lesser character must remain on lower levels. This is the same on the spirit side
of life, where people of lesser character must remain on the dark planes; people of higher
character go to the Summerlands. Above the physical plane or Third Dimension, we all
get sorted out.
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Thus, it’s not so important whether a person comes from Earth or Sirius as whether they
are a resident of the Fifth Dimension or not. Again there is not the xenophobia that there
is on Earth in 3D.
Now someone may be wondering why, if we sort ourselves out on higher dimensions,
there would be more and lesser developed souls on any one plane. The answer is, as far
as I’m aware, that souls of higher dimensions provide the leadership on any given plane.
So the “hierarch” of the Fifth Dimension might be a soul from a significantly-higher
plane who agrees to endure the lower vibrations to serve the Divine in this manner. He or
she would not be considered a resident of the lower plane.
So, in considering the Light forces who are here to redeem our situation, I encourage you
not to think in terms of species, races and nations, but instead of spiritual development.
Then, when I say that the galactics obey the ascended masters of Earth’s evolutionary
stream, you won’t have so much difficulty wondering why galactics might obey
terrestrials.
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Chapter 6
What Is Accountability?
Part 3

The members of the space coalitions here to restore Earth and take it (and us) to the Fifth
Dimension are at least Fifth-Dimensional beings. That means they have unitive
consciousness, such as you might see in Ramana Maharshi or Adyashanti. You can hear
that in SaLuSa’s description of who the Galactic Federation are:
“We of the Galactic Federation are you, and in us you will see what you are to be.
Nothing could be more natural than a coming together of all of us. Our futures are
joined in love and the desire to take our knowledge and abilities to others.
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“God has given us the power of creation, and the knowledge of how to correctly use
it. We are trusted having vowed to serve the will of God and spread the Light far and
wide. We are all to be the warriors of Light for the benefit of all other souls.” (1)
Our galactic family is one part of the force that is ending the rule of the cabal. The other
part are the souls whom we think of more as being “terrestrial.” These include the
ascended masters of the White Brotherhood, the celestials known to us, and other
members of the spiritual hierarchy whom we think of as attached to Earth.
Archangel Metatron spoke on behalf of all of these:
“I AM [Archangel] Metatron, greeting you in your vibrational home, that of the 5th
dimension. . . .
“We are your family . . . we are the realm that you now inhabit and we come with
you, to walk hand in hand into this familiar, yet foreign land. This new territory that
you have dutifully claimed as your own now holds you in vibrational alignment with
all that is God’s glory.” (2)

But many of us, I think, will relax when we know significantly more about the galactic
wing of the Light forces. One of the things we probably wish to know is whom do they
obey?
SaLuSa tells us right off the bat: “We serve the higher forces.” (3) If we could really
understand, believe and accept that, there would be no need to say more. But many
people want a few more details to feel comfortable with the thought of galactics acting on
our behalf.
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What SaLuSa says of the galactic “line of authority” could be said of all the members of
the Light forces gathered to serve us. It “goes all the way back to God.” Lines of
authority for spirits and for higher-dimensional beings in physical bodies go all the way
back to God because hierarchical authority on the higher planes derives from God.
SaLuSa adds that it “passes through various groups and councils of high evolution and
consciousness. It finally reaches you through us and the [ascended] Masters, who wait in
readiness to return to Earth.” (4)
Before looking at the ascended masters, we might want to remember that life in the
higher dimensions, as Archdeacon Wilberforce so aptly put it two centuries ago in a
communication from the spirit lands, is organized differently than ours:
“We spirits are not a democracy but a hierarchy – an ordered grade of beings,
ascending beyond our capacity even here to follow its upward ranges. But there is no
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injustice. Each occupies its position by reason of capacity and fitness. Democracy on
earth will fail unless it becomes a brotherhood [of] older and younger brothers.” (5)
This is the kind of society that SaLuSa is pointing to as well.
By and large, the ascended masters that SaLuSa is speaking of belong, around Earth in
any case, to the White Brotherhood. They are the level of authority closest to us and the
level that the galactics liaise with on a day-to-day basis. If this were Star Trek, we can
imagine them being on the stardeck, with the galactic officers.
SaLuSa acknowledges the directing role the White Brotherhood plays: “[The Galactic
Federation is] just part of an active organization that comes under the direction of the
White Brotherhood, committed to bringing Light to Earth.” (6)
On another occasion, he says:
“We . . . work with ascended Spiritual Beings whose names are often well known to
you. They have acted as your Brothers from the Light and are sometimes recognized
as far back as Atlantean times, showing Man that your spiritual needs are always well
looked after.” (7)
These ascended beings include Jesus, Buddha, St. Germain, Kuthumi, Hilarion and all the
other ascended masters we’ve heard of. They are said to be headquartered in Shamballa,
on the etheric plane over the Gobi Desert in Mongolia. (8)
Above the White Brotherhood are levels upon levels of Spiritual Hierarchy which are
only names to us. The most important individual, in terms of all that we are concerned
with, is Sanat Kumara, who heads up the ascension effort. Because he’s so important, I’ll
cite a few descriptions of him. Notice how the Hathors say he summoned them:
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Hathors: “We know Sanat Kumara well for it was he who asked us to enter this
Universe. As an Ascended Master, Sanat Kumara has taken on numerous
responsibilities associated with the elevation of planet Earth and this solar system. He
is working for the ascension, the evolution of consciousness in the solar system, as we
are.” (9)
St. Germain: “Sanat Kumara is thus in charge of guiding mankind, along with other
life forms and the angelic realm, through the present transition into the new Golden
Era. . . . Earth’s present transition requires the careful coordination between Mother
Earth’s needs and those of the living creatures She hosts.” (10)
Anonymous Source: “Sanat Kumara is an advanced being who is regarded as the Lord
or Regent of Earth and of humanity.
Wikipedia: “It is believed by some that he is the founder of the Great White
Brotherhood, which is composed of Ascended Masters and volunteers from other
worlds who have joined together to advance spiritual evolution on Earth.” (11)
Until recently, Sanat Kumara occupied the position of Planetary Logos and is known in
the Bible as the “Ancient of Days.” He can serve as an example of the purity of the
exalted spiritual authorities that the galactics and terrestrials report to in their ascension
work.
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It’s probable that Sanat Kumara and the angels are among the “great Beings of Light that
dwell in the realms of pure Light” (12) that SaLuSa mentions on another occasion.
Above Sanat Kumara and the angels, the great beings of Light cease to be talked about as
personalities and are more often referred to as groups. The Elders, whom SaLuSa talks
about, are an example:
“Behind all that happens are the mighty ones such as the Elders who direct all
creation and observe the edicts of the Creator. They operate on an unimaginable
scale, holding immense power that reaches through the different Universes.” (13)
Thus we have the day-to-day managers, like the White Brotherhood; the august beings
who stand at the pinnacle of hierarchy, like Sanat Kumara; and the unknowable entities
who are discussed simply as groups, like the Elders and Elohim, and perhaps angelic
orders like the Cherubim and Seraphim.
It is these beings, and beings like them, from wherever they hail, that the galactics and
terrestrials report to in their ascension work.
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Most often these beings organize themselves in councils, for specific purposes. SaLuSa
refers to them: “There are Councils in the higher dimensions” he reveals, (14), “various
councils that oversee your evolution.” (15)
Matthew Ward explains that groupings whether temporary or permanent are common in
the universe:
“There are countless galactic and intergalactic federations, councils, unified forces,
experiencing clusters, collective-soul energy fields, free-spirit civilizations and other
organized souls in this universe.” (16)
He describes one of these – a planning council – as “sort of like an intergalactic UN as far
as the participants representing many different cultures.” (17) They “designed the master
plan of Earth’s Golden Age [and] have been observing the pace of flux in the collective
consciousness.” (18)
“The members were chosen by their respective civilizations to represent them,” says
Matthew. (19) “The highest Orders and Councils are one in a Brotherhood of Light,”
Diane of Sirius assures us. (20)
SaLuSa gives us an example of the kind of work they do, in this case, regulating the light
that strikes the Earth, so as not to overwhelm us:
“As you might expect, there are Councils in the higher dimensions that control the
degree to which the various rays of Light are beamed to Earth. It is a process of
upliftment that gradually increases the level of vibration in your dimension. It is
calculated to bring about an increase in the levels of mass consciousness, in a way
that is acceptable to you and able to be drawn upon.
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“To increase the levels too quickly would cause discomfort to those who were ill
prepared for it. The object is to return as many of you as possible to the Light, and
able to be uplifted through Ascension. So you will understand that there is a grand
plan being worked out, supported by great Beings of Light.” (21)
David Wilcock often refers to these beings as “management”:
“What I call management [is,] you know, the higher, positive forces out there, that are
much more vast in their potential. These are the kind of guys that can basically move
an entire solar system around just as we would roll the marbles on a table.” (22)
“Menta” is an intergalactic being whom Matthew Ward invited to address us in his book
Reflections for a New Era. The manner in which Menta’s civilization became involved
may be similar to that of many others among the star nations here. Her attitude would
also probably be similar to others participating in ascension work:
“Our governing body approached the Intergalactic Council high authority and
volunteered our services. Understanding Earth’s condition and her ‘cry of invitation’,
the Council sanctioned our participation after being assured that our interest was not
self-serving. That is, we would give all necessary assistance solely for the good of the
Earth and not take advantage of her weakened condition to conquer her peoples.
“Not only would we never think of such an act of betrayal, but an indication of
conquest intent would mean a declaration of war with peacekeepers of the cosmos
and NEVER would we choose that condition! War is not a province of feminine
energy [Ed. her species is feminine], only of masculine, and we have absolutely no
interest in it.” (23)
These great beings model our future, SaLuSa says:
“We are what you are to become, Cosmic Beings who have ascended and have the
freedom to travel throughout the vastness of your great Universe. You are already
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members of the Galactic Federation, and may wish to serve others through our
organization. There are also other Councils and Federations like ours dedicated to
doing the work of the Creator and opportunities abound to follow your hearts desire.”
(24)
As time goes on, we’ll undoubtedly hear fuller descriptions of all of these exalted beings.
In fact discussions of them may one day be as common as discussions of athletic heroes
or movie stars today, as our attention on ephemeral events subsides and our attention on
cosmic events increases.
For now my intention is simply to introduce us to the authorities the galactics obey. The
galactics are not here to rifle our resources or enslave our people. SaLuSa tells us:
“[Some] hold fear of our presence, mainly due to the images projected by your
writers of Science Fiction. It is the comic book image of monsters set upon taking
over your world. It has created a reaction of fear to our coming. However, the very
reason for our messages is to convey the love we have at heart for you, and to let you
know that our mission is one of peace.” (15)
“We have never represented any type of threat to you, and in fact take pride in having
protected you for thousands of years. We have kept unwelcome visitors away from
Earth, and carefully monitored on-earth activities whether they have been natural or
man made.” (26)
They are here to help us to restore the Earth and ascend. As SaLuSa says:
“We of the Galactic Federation are your future selves and in us you can see the levels
of attainment that are open to you. …
“We are your mentors for the time being, but soon you shall stand alongside us and
together we shall explore the realms beyond us.” (27)
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Chapter 7
What Is Accountability?
Part 4

Now that we’ve looked briefly at the galactics and the Spiritual Hierarchy, which
together (along with their Earth allies) make up the Light forces, let’s also look at the
Illuminati and their dark cohorts.
Who are the Illuminati? Matthew Ward explains:
“The Illuminati is not an organization of card-carrying members, but rather the
‘umbrella’ name of disparate groups and a large number of powerful individuals who
have been controlling or heavily influencing the most important aspects of life
throughout your world for centuries.
“In recent years they also have become known by other designations, such as the
secret government, New World Order, dark cabal or the elitists; and they include the
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top figures in financial institutions, investment markets, multinational corporations,
religions, education, media, military forces, judicial systems, entertainment, the
medical ‘establishment’, regulatory and advisory bodies, royal families, Zionists.”
(1)
On two occasions – 2009 and 2010 – Matthew listed their crimes. It’s amazing that the
two lists do not reproduce each other. I can think of some Illuminati acts which still do
not show up on either list, so extensive were their crimes:
“Other information that will come out incrementally includes proof of situations that
have been ridiculed by the disparaging label ‘conspiracy theory’; insidious mindcontrol programs and methods; deliberately-contaminated vaccines and laboratorydesigned diseases to reduce the world’s population; corruption in ‘justice’ systems;
vast underground areas and what goes on there; the real perpetrators of terrorism and
wars; the international web of collusion that has been controlling the global economy
and commerce, health care, education and mainstream media; the long-time presence
of extraterrestrial beings and their meetings with heads of governments; and the
strategic divisiveness of religions. The amount of information is staggering, and
revealing it in one fell swoop would be too much for any psyche to handle.” (2)
“They have controlled governments, started civil and international wars, caused
famines and widespread impoverishment, created boom times for industrialists and
depressions for the poor, released laboratory-designed viruses, assassinated
opposition. They are the perpetrators of unjust laws, Satanic rituals, chemtrails and
other toxic pollution, destruction of animal life on land and in the seas, mind control,
the ‘illegal’ drug industry, erosion of civil rights and denial of God-given freedoms,
suppression or misuse of technology, political and ideological divisiveness. In short,
the Illuminati have been profoundly adversely affecting all life on Earth -- indeed, the
very life of Earth herself!” (3)
They have beggared the United States, Diane of Sirius maintains:
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“Your country is now bankrupt yet at one time it was extremely wealthy, but your wealth
has been channeled into the families who have controlled your lives. Through
manipulation and covert actions they have kept you in need, and at the same time spent
your hard-earned dollars on war and politics to gain world control.” (4)

They almost succeeded in taking over the world, Atmos says:
“The world at large has little idea of how corrupt successive governments have been
in the U.S., but they are awakening to their methods and are beginning to reject them.
As you might correctly say, a handful of people in high places have controlled the
world for millennia of time, and have advanced their plans for global control almost
to the point of success.” (5)
The cabal’s modus operandi, Ker-On of Venus explains, was to “play on are your fears,
which they create by their words and actions.”(6) Ker-On can find no better example of
this “than the terrorist threat, and the consequent draconian laws to exert even greater
control over you. You see with your very eyes what is happening and how you are being
poisoned in many ways, yet your representatives do little or nothing to prevent it.” (7)
The worst “terrorist” incident was “9/11,” the truth of which cannot remain hidden much
longer, Matthew says. When it comes out, the cabal will fall.
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“In the higher vibrations in which Earth is now orbiting, that truth [about who planned
and executed 9/11] cannot be hidden much longer; when it emerges along with its even
deeper purpose than controlling oil resources in the Middle East, which is to dominate the
entire planet and kill or enslave its peoples, the Illuminati’s long reign of terror will meet
its just end.” (8)
So severe was 9/11 that, according to Matthew Ward, Mother Earth asked the Divine to
assure her that no such man-made act of violence would be permitted to occur again:
“By honoring Earth’s free will to never again experience any terrorist activity like
’9/11’, God has authorized extraterrestrial intervention to prevent all such attempts
and they have successfully done so more than a dozen times since September 11,
2001, including the neutralizing of manmade viruses that were intended to create
pandemics.” (9)
But lesser acts of violence fall under the law of free will and cannot be stopped.
“The deaths, injuries and property destruction in Mumbai, India, were the work of the
Illuminati-controlled faction of the CIA. Known as ‘black ops’, that event and others
similar to it, as well as lesser destructive efforts by zealous individuals, come under
Creator’s ‘free will’ cosmic law that the rulers of all universes are bound to obey.”
(10)
The U.S. cabal’s control over the press was vital to its plan to dominate the
world. Through initiatives like Operation Mockingbird (11) which began in the 1950s,
the CIA eliminated a strong and independent press, which served as a watchdog to
protect human rights and freedoms. Without a free press, the cabal was able to do
whatever it wished without public scrutiny. Its opposite is also true: a vigorous free press
would allow the truth to be known and the people’s freedom to be restored.
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By mid-2008 the wall of silence that censorship of the press had built was beginning to
crumble. Matthew Ward could report the ending of some secrecy:
“Although censorship still exists to some extent in mainstream media, with newscasts
and the press reporting a bank closure, others with losses in the billions, and the
bankrupt status of major mortgage-makers and many smaller lenders, truth is
beginning to emerge about what has led to this state of fiscal affairs.” (12)
By the end of 2008, SaLuSa was also pointing out to us the increasing flow of revelations
about the cabal’s activities:
“You may have noticed you are now in a time when disclosures about the
conspiracies that have held you down are coming out thick and fast. This is another
aspect of the power of the higher energies that are being grounded upon Earth.
“They are not just opening people’s eyes to the truth, but empowering their Light so
that they are no longer afraid to speak. It has a snowball effect and once it is
underway, there will be an avalanche of revelations as others gain confidence to come
forward.
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“You have a most apt statement that ‘the truth shall set you free’ and that process is
gaining momentum. It is an energy that you can feel and intuitively know that you
can accept it.” (13)
The break in censorship meant the disclosure of “ever-increasing numbers of stories
about people in all walks of life, from small townships to national and international
bodies, who have been engaged in such [activities] as sexual molestation, embezzlement,
bribery, robbery, illegal business negotiations, child pornography and blatant lies.” (14)
Matthew predicted that eventually a wave of truth-telling would break out that could not
be stopped:
“You will see more honest reporting as media controllers’ hold becomes increasingly
tenuous.” (15)
“Eventually there will be no ‘sacred cows’ remaining as nefarious activities even in
long-honored institutions keep emerging into the limelight.” (16)
“When the monumental level of corruption and deception in your world is exposed,
even mainstream media will not be able to silence the revelations. National and
international icons will be ‘dethroned’; dishonest and tyrannical government leaders
will be replaced by ones who are benevolent and wise; where war mentality exists, it
will give way to peaceful negotiation and poverty will give way to fair allocation of
the world’s resources.” (17)
In the part of accountability that has to do with truth-telling, this torrent of revelations
will deny the cabal any cover.
Matthew predicts that truth-telling will result in a thorough “’housecleaning’ within
governments, religions, banking, corporations, education, commerce, medicine and health
care -- every source that has been instrumental in forming your beliefs and conscripting
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your activities.” It will continue “until all those sources of deception and corruption have
been purged.” (18)
Our awakening has taken the cabal by surprise, SaLuSa informs us, and augurs their fall:
“[The dark] are aware that the people have suddenly awakened to what has been
happening for Millennia of time. They never thought to see you as successful in
regaining your power, and they face worrying times. Politically they are not the same
force, and their criminal acts are soon to be called to account.
“Once the truth really starts to reach your ears, you will become as one in demanding
far-reaching changes. This will be a time of great opportunity to instigate new ways
of governance, and ones that more truly reflect the wishes of the people. These will
come into being and are necessary to pave the way for establishing an unassailable
path to Ascension.” (19)
The increasing awareness of the world’s population, SaLuSa tells us, is the best guarantee
of the cabal’s defeat: “Your new awareness is making it difficult for those working for
the dark to hide their activities. You are seeing where it is occurring and who are the
instigators and holding them responsible, and justice will ultimately prevail.” (20)
The prevailing of justice will be the second part of the accountability process, which
we’ll turn to soon.
Once first contact has taken place, SaLuSa says that the galactics will be able to bypass
the media, at which time accountability can be completed: “We will as promised have
direct contact with you and nothing will be able to stop us communicating with you. We
can override your present systems and fully protect our own broadcasts.” (21)
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Once free speech has been restored, says Atmos, we will be astonished at what we’ll
hear: “Before very long there will be changes that will bring back free speech and once
those with stories to tell feel safe from retaliation you will be astounded at what has been
going on in your name.” (22)
In the face of those revelations, he explains, our fears of today will pale: “Your greatest
fears will seem insignificant, when you learn the truth of how close you came to totally
losing your freedom and becoming enslaved.” (23)
This restoration of the mainstream media to independence, followed by unstoppable
truth-telling, forms one part of the accountability operation.
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Chapter 8
What Is Accountability?
Part 5

In administering the accountability process, the Spiritual Hierarchy and star nations obey
the various laws that apply at different levels of the universe.
Above all are the natural or universal laws, such as the laws of karma, attraction, and free
will.
These are the most basic and binding laws of all. We can think of them as God’s laid-on
or built-in rules for the way in which life is to proceed.
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They precondition and limit any person's action in any given situation in life. They also
serve as walls to prevent us wandering off from the path that leads to the fulfillment of
life's purpose, which is to realize our true identity as God.
They are not usually negotiable although they may be mitigated by divine Grace. As Sri
Ramakrishna reminds us: “He who has made the law can also change it.” (1) SaLuSa
confirms this fact: “Through the Law of Grace you can be allowed to forego karma,
providing you have turned to the Light. God is not unreasonable. . . . The soul that has
transgressed and found the path of Light and Love is greeted back as a long lost son.” (2)
Our space family also obeys their own laws. Earlier we heard SaLuSa refer in passing to
how their own courts operate:
“We have Courts that are unlike yours and presided over by many High Beings of
Light. Lies and subterfuge have no place in them, because there is no point in trying
to deny that which is irrevocable and recorded in the ethers of life.” (3)
They also obey those of our laws that are just and equitable. Matthew confirms that
accountability is “a process whereby your desires for benevolent changes are being
honored within your own laws that were established in honesty and justness but
subverted by dark minds to serve their purposes.” (4)
The effort of the Light forces to conduct accountability fairly has led to painstaking
efforts to gather evidence. Says Matthew:
“For several years a gigantic amount of investigation has been going on that
ultimately will lead to charges of wrongdoing ranging from corruption to crimes
against humanity. This far-reaching effort is being accomplished within legal means
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that require indisputable evidence, an essential but tedious and time-consuming
process, and like all legal matters, progressive developments are not publicly
reported.” (5)
The accountability process is not the first time in our history that the galactics have
intervened in the face of attempts to dominate us, SaLuSa explains:
“On Earth you have draconian laws that are often neither fair nor justified, and are in
fact introduced purely to keep a firm control over everything you do. You are also
subject to Universal Law as we are, and unless they are observed even higher powers
will intervene.
“It has happened many times where your civilization is concerned, resulting in
meetings and councils to decide the right course of action. Wise souls adjudicate on
such occasions and we observe and obey their conclusions.” (6)
Ag-Agria tells us that no one in the universe can get away with harming another. All are
held accountable and the results of our actions are visited upon us by the natural law:
“Not a single soul can get away with harming another one, without knowing exactly
how that soul felt and the effect on their lives. How else will you learn to accept the
right of another soul to live in peace, and in a manner chosen by them as part of their
life experiences? . . .
“In the future when you have turned totally to the Light, you will live in absolute
harmony and peace with all life. You will then be subject to Universal Law, and to
live otherwise would be quite beyond your thinking or actions.” (7)
The White Brotherhood and the star nations together will supervise the accountability
process. Its purpose is not to punish, but to establish responsibility and to clear the cabal
from positions of power over us.
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My understanding is that incarnate terrestrial judges and 3D courts will be used to try the
perpetrators. This process of trial and sentencing concludes the legal element of the
overall process of accountability.
Apparently, Earth’s present-day cabal will be shocked to see the effectiveness and speed
of the accountability operation:
“Come the time very soon when positive action is going to be taken against them,
they will be shocked at the speed with which their destiny will change. There is not
one who shall escape the net that draws ever more tightly around them.
“Justice shall eventually be seen to take place, but in a way quite different to what
you have been used to. You will find that it cannot be mocked or denied by some
sharp practice, and the truth of any event will be fully known and not subject to
falsification or cover-up. (8)
The accountability process will not go on in Western nations alone, Matthew says, but all
over the world:
“This is world transformation, not only the purging of one nation’s corruption and
deception. The light that is cleansing the United States knows no national boundaries
-- it is permeating every country in your world and beneath all the current foment,
positive changes are underway worldwide.” (9)
Some areas will take longer than others to transform but, Matthew informs us: “Please do
not despair! Within very few years, every country in your world will have honorable,
wise leaders and just laws; and tyranny, impoverishment and the inferior status of women
will be only lamentable chapters in history books.” (10)
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Not everyone will welcome the accountability process, according to Ag-Agria: “You
might imagine that the truth would be welcomed with open arms, but for many it is seen
as a disturbance and interruption to their way of life.” (11) But, he reminds us, the
accountability process is for the good of all:
“Everyone must consider the broader picture as it is what is good for all and operates
in fairness, and stands for equality and justice without favor to any particular group. It
must come into being.” (12)
Different people will have different reactions, he says, depending on how much they
know of the truth of events:
“As evidence comes forth, emotions will be mixed: shock, disbelief, relief. To the
people who believe ‘official’ reports, the revelations are certain to be shocking. Very
likely pragmatists will scoff initially, and many, many people will reel. This is
understandable, as it is almost impossible to comprehend the vastness, viciousness
and secrecy of the darkness that for millennia has controlled everything that affected
life on Earth.
“But to all who have been awaiting the disclosure of long-hidden truths, there will be
not only relief that the time has come at last, there will be exultation, and it will
shared by light beings throughout this universe!” (13)
Diane of Sirius also discusses the impact on us:
“Their actions are no longer secret but even so you will be shocked to learn the extent
of their power, and the draconian and fearful measures they have used.
“Some people have been easily fooled, and there remains a difficult period during
which we will have to provide much evidence of what has been taking place in your
name. That will not tax our ability to do so, and we shall make the truth known on a
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world-wide basis. Your media will be unable to stifle or hide the truth, and they have
been as a guilty as anyone at hiding it.” (14)
SaLuSa tells us that over the course of the centuries, almost all of us have been
compromised by the cabal or accepted their authority:
“No one likes to be shown as susceptible to the falsehoods that have been presented
as the truth. . . .
“All of you have at various times succumbed to the dark forces, and in your
innocence accepted their authority.” (15)
Accountability will bring changes in the public sphere, Matthew explains:
“You will see changes in the president’s closest advisors. As I told my mother when
she was surprised about his appointments and nominees for posts, most notably
Hillary Clinton. ‘These are not cast in marble,’ and I said that Obama was operating
in the wisdom of ‘Keep your friends close and your enemies closer’.
“You will also see changes in Congress, either a lessening of opposition because
members are turning to the light or they will be leaving in disgrace, as will persons in
the previous administration.” (16)
A new era of openness will follow, says Diane of Sirius.
“In the future your leaders will be chosen for their honesty and integrity, and their
spiritual awareness. They will speak openly and truthfully and shall intuitively
know what is needed.
“Our presence will be as ones who assist in ensuring the new plan eventually
works for all people wherever they are, and equality will be our byword as the
standards of your lives are raised up. So many problems will be overcome in the
first few months of our contact with you.” (17)
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Our individual sovereignty, dignity, and wellbeing will be restored, SaLuSa says:
“Dear Ones, your time has arrived when your freedom and sovereignty falsely taken
from you shall be restored. It may take time to fully do so, but it shall be done with
our help. Many reforms will be made with a view to bringing back justice, and
seeking out corruption and criminal activity.
“You want a society based upon fairness and honesty where you can trust each other,
and that is what you will get. Be assured that the plans for this have already been
meticulously made to ensure absolute success. Our allies simply wait their
instructions to proceed, and that is not too far away.” (18)
Changes will be made to the legal system to make it fair and just, says SaLuSa:
“There will be changes in your laws so that justice can be seen to be operating in a
fair manner. Your rights will be restored and fully protected, so that you cannot be
held or imprisoned without sufficient evidence. It is also important that you are
allowed legal representation as your right, and not held guilty until it is proven.
“Equally as important will be a restructuring of the powers given to those who apply
the law and police your streets. In actual fact, once we come to your Earth and
address your problems, and people see a brighter future ahead, the level of crime will
dramatically fall. Clearly removing inequality and poverty will by itself remove
conditions that often lead to crime. We also see that the need to take drugs to escape
your reality, or for social occasions will decline.” (19)
Matthew advises us to let go of our anxieties about any current laws or situations:
“Please dismiss concerns about any current or proposed laws, bills, doctrines,
customs, policies, treaties or procedures that are based in unfairness or unjustness or
present harm to mind, body or spirit. Like everything else in your world that derives
from darkness, those will end incrementally along Earth’s journey to fourth density,
where no darkness can exist.” (20)
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Although we’ve been deprived of choice by the Illuminati for many millennia, according
to SaLuSa, all that will now end:
“The problem on Earth has been that because the Illuminati have set up a powerful
system of control, you have not had any choice in the matter. Through fair means or
foul they have repeatedly manipulated voting all over the world, and disposed of
people that have stood in their way. . . .
“They are fearful Beings that live off your fear, but the tables are turning and it is
they who are in fear of the consequences of their deeds. No one is so big or clever
that they can avoid justice, and of necessity some culprits will be tried under your
laws so that the truth can come out. Ultimately every soul stands before the Light, and
only the truth can remain within it. (21)
The cabal’s own greed is what has finally brought them down, SaLuSa tells us:
“They have been cunning and all-powerful using whatever means that supported their
agenda, but power corrupts and it has brought them down. They have imploded
through their own greed and egotistical belief in their own immortality. All through
your history you will find that the most powerful leaders and their minions, have been
the architects of their own demise.” (22)
Nonetheless, we are encouraged to refrain from judging them. Correction of their faults
will occur as a result of their own life reviews. (23) Ker-On tells us:
“Have no fear that in the long run all will answer for their crimes, but spare your
judgment as they will be their own strongest critics when their life reviews take place.
Do not spend your energy focusing on the dark and their deeds, but turn to all that is
of the Light. That is how you will do your best work, and bring Ascension so much
nearer.” (24)
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This then is the accountability process which will soon be initiated and which will
deprive the cabal of position and power. Once it has been concluded, we will know the
truth of our history and our individual sovereignty will have been restored. All will
proceed according to law and nothing unfair or unjust in our present situation will be
permitted to continue.
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Resources
For more information on UFO/ET Disclosure, First Contact, NESARA, Accountability,
Terraforming, Ascension, 2012, and the Golden Age, and related topics, please visit
Steve Beckow’s blogsites. The main site is 2012 Scenario; there are over 4,000 articles
archived on this website. Steve and his editorial team post articles daily.
2012 Scenario (MAIN WEBSITE)
http://www.stevebeckow.com

First Contact
http://www.angelfire.com/space2/light11/fc/fc-index1.html

The Essays of Brother Anonymous
http://www.angelfire.com/space2/light11/index.html

New Maps of Heaven
http://www.angelfire.com/space2/light11/nmh/nmh-index1.html

From Darkness Unto Light: A Cross-Cultural Dictionary of Enlightenment
http://www.angelfire.com/space2/light11/fdl/index100.html

You are invited to tune into ET/First Contact Radio
ET/First Contact Radio – Host Maarten Horst (Netherlands)
Every Monday 7 PM GMT, 2 PM ET, 11 AM PT
http://www.bbsradio.com/bbs_talk_radio_station1.php
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